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For labeied trees, RCnyi showed that the probability that an arbitrary point of a rand- 
om tree has degree k approaches t etk --- I)!. For unlabeled trees, the answer is different 
becaus the number of’ ways to labt \ a given tree depends on the order of its automotph- 
ism gruup. Usrng arguments involvin: combinatorial enumeration and asymptotic,, we 
evaluate the correspondrng probabili ries for large unlabeled trees. 

to of points increases, the pro- 

order n has degree k approaches 
on 14, p 731). In the next section, we introduce 

the necessary notation for the various counting series needed to enumer- 
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atics, tate iversity ) East 



totio values following the analyt 
asymptotic results of Otter [ 5 1. 

lated problems. 

dlya [6] ;pnd building on 
tfa a brief account of re- 

or completeness, we include a proof of e’nyi’s result for endyoin ts 
labeled trees, namely, that the probability apyroaches 1 le. It has long 

een known that the number of labeled trees of CI r jr is II”’ - 2. {An ac- 
count of the history of this result can be found in p. 31,) ‘Therefore 
he total humber of points among these labeled trees’is !I” .- I. 

On the other hand. the total number of endpoints may be calculated 
as follows. There are II ways to label the prospective endpoint, which 

en removed leaves (U - 1)” - 3 possible labeled trees of order II - I. 

-- 1 points to which the endpoint can be att 
three factors ft (11 - 11” ~ 2 is tl s the total number of 

g the labeled trees of order U. ence the probability o 
an endpoint is ((tl - 1 )/II)” _.- ?. which obviously approaches 1 /e as H in- 
creases. 

sin [1,2, 3, 61, let t, be the number of (unlabeled unroofed) trees 
with rz points and let T, be the corresponding number of rooted trees. 

le generating functions (counting series) for these are 

ee is a tree rooted at an endpoint. 
tion 0 ot cou 



R. 

The effect of setting ,E* = 

enumeration parameter, so that we have the equations 

P(s, 1) = Y(x) = T(,x . 

We require two more ordinarv generating functions D(k) (x) and 
CP ‘( Y ) whcm caefficitznts for h > I are as t’otlows. Let 11:’ be the number 
of points of degree A: (excludin,; the root in the case k = 1) occurring in 
all planted trees containing ~2 prGnts in addition to the root. Similarly, 
let tfakb be the total number of points of degree k in the trees of orders 
r2. The principal purpose of this paper is to determine the asymptotic 
value of the ratio ci,, , (’ ht n as 12 approaches infinity, that is, the probabil- 
ity that a point at rando will have degree k. 

rom the definitions of the coefficients of the series P(x, rt) and D(X), 
it follows that the h respect to .t-, 9,, (x, ~9, when 
evaluated at J’ = 

(5) D(s) = 

and sin~ilarl y , 
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resenting a functional relation satisfied by 
olya’s equation [6] for rooted trees (see al 

T(x) = x exp 5 T@ i)li [ . i= 1 1 
In the next equation, there a.ppears an expression of the form 

,Z(& ; f(x, y)), which is the substitution of the counting series f(.u, JQ in- 
to the cycle index Z(S,) of the symmetric group &. This involves re- 

lacing each variable Ui in ZCS, ) by j-(x”, y $ According to the cl 
oiya enumeration theorem of [6], the resulting counting series 

ates the number of functions from II indistinguishable elements into 2 
objects having f (x, y) as its figure counting series (see also 
81). Now the method of proof of the equation 

P(x, y) = x exp 
[ 

C P(xi, yi)/i 
i= 1 1 + (xy -A-) Z(Sk 1 ; F(x, y)) _.. 

e same as that of (7) with just two minor modifications. The first is 
ous alte* t.ion, in that two variables are required, to carry along 

e number of points of degree k as well as the total number of points. 
second change is the addition of the term ( X_V - x) Z(Sk _ 1 ; P(x, y)), 

Ich serves to count the point adjacent to the root as having degree k 
in the only case in which this occurs. 

iating each term of (8) with respect t and simplify- 
o (8), we substitute v = 1 and apply _ and (5) to ob- 

” (9 D(x) = T(x) c L&x’) + XZ(Sk 
i= 1 

__ 1 ; T(x)) . 

( - . 
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e merely express tter’s equation 

ill) 

e last two terms of (12) involve (x, y) instead of T(x, y) since a trc 
rooted at a line yields two planted es when the root-line is cut in ha 
and then each half-line is given a root at its dangling point. In the case 
k = 1, this process does not than e the number of endpoints which are 
given cognizance in F(x, y). e differentiate equation (12) with respect 
to y and then set .V = 1 to get 

(13) d(x) = D(x) --D(x) T(.r)+D(?;*) +x2&; T(x);)--xZ(S, t; T(x)) , 

rent looking expression for d(x), which 
will be useful later in asymptotic considerations. This is accomplished 

(x) and substituting it into (13). In this way we ob- 

L/(X) = T(x) i_ 2 Ix’) + xZ(Sk ; T(x)) + 

e begin by presenting recurrence relations for T,, , Dn, I, and d,. 
rese are used to corn erical values of these numbers. 

uating coefficients, we imme- 
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of larger k: eq. (16) beco 
x of Sk-n. bet 

n equating caefficie 

7) fn=Tn -- 

ly contained in ES]. 
ally, eq. (13) similarIy yields for /I > k, 

n-l 

currence relations provided 
= 1) and n < 36 points. The table 
(a”/~Tn, the probability, among ail 

s tke root, that a point chosen from 

5 s 

1c eve 
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tter’s d~~~atiQn 0 

r was able to show that 
that near x = p, T(x) has an expansion of the form 

(22) T(x) = 1 - h(J3 - xi1[2 + c(p -x)+ . . . 

which determines the constant h in (19)-(21). The details of the com- 

the value of El > 0 is k ic expansion ( 19) fellows at 
lya presented below, along 
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y on the circle f convergence. rom (22) it is idea 

F(s) = 1 - rnb(p ---.XqllJ ~((~~~~ rnc) (.p -::I:) + . . . . 

hat is, 

l 

oreover, since T( p ) = 1, e may convmiently express this asymptotic 

(TFn>, - Tn &(Tm(x)) . 
x=(, 

3; us, since the factors of T(d) for i > 1 are dearly anaiyti~ ;rt .It’ = p, t ho 

n‘ptotic behaviour of the coefficients in tht\ cycle index %(Sk ; T(x )I 

iwn by 

the variable of Z<s, ) hich is replaced 
vative is known to be z(Sk_ t) (see [ 2, cq 

z(Sk ; TW - TW z(&_ 1; T( PH . 

(25) and (30) to e-q. ( ), we concfude 

4 - Tn &+) +P~(s,_,; UP)) 

2 YiPW of ) and (Xl), this yields 
d(k) 

n 2) --.---.-- 
8;: I 
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uter gives the li 

onstrates, the 

symptotic expression for 

in which the numerator takes t 

at _v = p. By (22) the denominator has the expansion 

near x = p, the remaining terms being of highcq order in (p - x). Thus 

(P’)+PzG. pTw)) 
.-- -- 

b-l” 
fI-- 112 p-?z 

P ‘2&Q 

by lya”s lemma and the f;;clt that = d? Corn ined, (38) and (1 
yde 



Table 2 
AsymptoEic prohabihties for degree k in Iarge random trees. 
_- --_-_I_ -_____ ..-- _ _-_ _-__- .._... ____ l_l_*-._ -_ -. ----1-. -_ wl__ 

k Point in a Point in am Similarity class in 

labeled tree unlabeled tree 
~~~~bele(~ tree 

-I_-._-- -I- --- .---_ _--_ ----_I .___” .__ __,__. __ ___ _ ___ _ _. __._ ___ ___ ̂_____ _“~___..~ -PI- 

0.367 879 
0.367 879 

0.383 940 

OS15 328 

0.003 066 

0.000 5 11 

0.000 1073 

0.000 (903 

0.000 001 
_ __ __.-_. .-._ __. -._- 

0.438 155 

0.293 998 

0.159 114 

0.068 592 

0.026 027 

0.009 259 

0.003 198 

0.000 985 a 

0.000 355 a 

0.000 316 a 
- --.-. . ___^__^ -__-_---. 

0.338 322 

0.338 322 

0.191 

&O&3 174 

3.031 623 

0.Oi1 256 

0.003 888 

0.001 200 a 

0.000 432 a 

0.000 379 a 
_-_ - ._ ._ ---. __-__. -_- -- --I. I 

1.056 695 

1.010 7611 

ri.002 803 

%.OOO 839 

8.000 269 

E .OOO 089 

a .OOO 033 

1.000 011 

E.000 004 
._._. I_-_-.__-_ -- 

a ew 6 entries are uncertain because estimates for ZLSk_l ; T(p)) had to be used for k 

lity that a similarity class of points has degree k is closely 
e the generating function whose 11th coefficient 
of similarity classes whose points 8ve degree k. 

the total number of similarity classes of unroo d trees is simply 
ach selection of a similarity Class for a given tree gives one pos- 

tree. Similarly~ each rooted tree ith root degree 
similarity class with degree k, and so 

s, consi 
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n passing, let us mention that bile producing these tables, we im- 
tter’s estimate of the radius of convergence to obtain 

p = 0.33 

ariations of these methods can be applied to numerous 
or example, if a large tree is chosen at random, how close 

I 562 N is its number of endpoints likely t 
uestion is ans 

lpute the variant 
the second partial &, 1) to 

oints in each t&e ith 12 

v~ation is only increasin 



he authors are grateful to ara 10 suggested the 
nai. problem and guided the revisions of early versions of this article. 
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